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Photographic glimpses from displaced
people in Somali cities
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Displacement and mass migration have contributed to extremely
rapid urbanization in the Somali territories of the Horn of Africa. Often
displaced from rural areas, newcomers to cities hope to find safety
and the means to rebuild their lives. However, displaced people often
find themselves stranded in dilapidated settlements and entangled in
exploitative labour relations or exhausting forms of petty entrepreneurship in order to survive. This article builds on photographic and
testimonial accounts from urban in-migrants to provide a snapshot of
the ways in which these labour relations perpetuate socio-economic
precarity while also underpinning the dynamic (re)construction of
modern Somali cities.
Keywords: Precarity – labour – Somalia – Somaliland – urbanisation – photovoice

Settlements composed of densely packed shacks and huts
constructed from corrugated iron, tarpaulin, and cloth are
shaping cityscapes throughout the Global South.1 In Somali
cities, such settlements are often established rapidly and have
multiplied over recent decades. Violence and environmental
shocks have caused hundreds of thousands of people to f lee to
urban centres, where they erect shelters in unused or damaged
city-spaces, or assemble tents within camp-like settlements on the outskirts of
cities.
Somalia has topped global displacement statistics for several decades
(IOM, 2018). Displacement and mass migration contribute significantly to the
extremely rapid urbanization that characterizes both Somalia and Somaliland. 2
Searching for safety and a means to rebuild their lives, in-migrants are often
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Superlatives are regularly used to
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describe developments in Somalia,
and a note of caution is necessary
concerning the availability of reliable
statistics. However, even cursory
glances at publically available satellite
images (available over the last
decade or so) indicate the rapid urban
growth and expansion. For examples
of this, see https://
securityonthemove.co.uk/
photo-exhibition/
camp-urbanisation/.
3. More detail is provided in Bakonyi
et al. (2019).
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stranded in squatter settlements and camps, where they remain vulnerable
to continued evictions and multiple forms of exploitation. The experiences of
people in these urban settlements are characterized by precarity: a continuous
uncertainty and insecurity across most aspects of their daily lives.
This short portfolio article provides a snapshot of photographic and testimonial accounts of multiple precarious labour arrangements experienced by
these urban in-migrants. The dilapidated urban settlements hold vast reserves
of unprotected labour. Using a micro-empirical approach, we portray insecure,
informal, and casual labour relations and show how they comprise and perpetuate various experiences of vulnerability, while simultaneously contributing to
the (re)construction of Somali cities. 3
Debates on precarity have expanded since the 1970s and 1980s, when
researchers and activists started to critically engage with the deregulation,
destandardization, and f lexibilization of labour relations that accompanied the
decline of the Fordist accumulation regimes and the dismantling of the welfare
state in the Global North (Hirsch, 1995; Frazer, 2003). Complemented by discussions on the often unpaid and casual (reproductive) labour of women and
migrant workers, and adding a focus on cities in the Global South, the concept
of precarity was significantly expanded to denote rising social inequalities and
multiple forms of marginalization and social exclusion (Skeggs, 2005; Neilson
and Rossiter, 2008, p. 59; Munck, 2013; Tyler, 2013). Meanwhile, some authors
have suggested further broadening notions of precarity to acknowledge that
uncertainty and insecurity constitute ontological experiences and a universal
condition of human lives (Butler, 2006; Ettlinger, 2007). Other authors have
disputed the analytical usefulness of an overly broad notion of precarity and
have recommended re-rooting explorations of precarity in an ‘analysis of specific labor conditions’ (Millar, 2017, p. 1; pp. 4-5). We follow this critique and
focus here on the ways urban in-migrants describe and visualize their work
experiences.
The findings and photographs stem from a research project that looked
into the relationship between displacement and urbanization in four Somali
cities—Mogadishu, Baidoa, Bosaso, and Hargeisa. This project attempted to
record, analyse, and (re)present the perspectives of people living in settlements
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Makeshift dwellings in a camp for displaced people on the outskirts of Baidoa. (Photo taken by Nuur, a displaced
person and one of the photovoice participants, July 2018)

4. The social complexity of (forced)
migration and the difficulties and
reductive nature of categorizations
are a constant topic in migration/
mobility research. For Somalia, see
REF (2018).
5. See footnote 1.

6. Parts of these exhibitions can be
viewed online: https://
securityonthemove.co.uk/
photo-exhibition/. The website also
includes further information about
the public exhibitions and other
events: https://securityonthemove.
co.uk/events/.
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7. Prolonged and immersive
stays in the relevant neighbourhoods
for foreign researchers were
impossible in the four cities (with
the possible exception of Hargeisa);
and in Mogadishu even short visits
were unfeasible due to security
concerns.
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referred to in popular and humanitarian parlance as camps or neighbourhoods
of ‘the displaced’ (barakacayaasha). We have elsewhere outlined that the designation of people as ‘displaced’ is based on the location and form of urban settlement, excluding for example those migrants who moved in with relatives or were
able to formally rent accommodation. In Mogadishu and Bosaso, this territorialization of displacement was additionally underscored by clan affiliation, as
the majority of in-migrants who lived in the settlements hailed from clans with
little power in the cities (Bakonyi, 2020). In Baidoa, the people living in peripheral camps mostly moved from surrounding areas in the vicinity of the city and
hailed from similar lineages to city dwellers. In Hargeisa, a large proportion of
the people living in settlements associated with the ‘displaced’ were returning
refugees—people who had f led the wholesale destruction of the city in the late
1980s. In recent years, these returnee settlements have also been populated by
poor people pushed out of other city neighbourhoods by rising rents, as well as
non-Somali international migrants. In each city, the designation as ‘displaced
people’ was not only used by policy-makers and humanitarian actors categorizing these settlements and their inhabitants, but also often by the residents of
the settlements themselves. The summary categorization of enforced migrants
as ‘displaced’, but also their legal differentiation as ‘refugees’, ‘returnees’, or
‘internally displaced people’, belies social complexity. 4 The types of settlements
also varied considerably. In Mogadishu and Baidoa, our focus was on camplike formations on the outskirts of the city, while in Hargeisa and Bosaso we
focused on inner-city squatter settlements and peripheral resettlement areas
provided by international organizations and municipalities.
Throughout the 2017-2019 research project and in follow-up visits in
2019, local research teams conducted 155 narrative interviews with people living in these settlements. 5 Forty people (ten from each city) were additionally
provided with cameras/camera phones and took pictures to visualize their everyday lives. For this second stage of data collection, the authors and members of
the wider research team held briefings with the participants on how to use the
cameras/camera phones and discussed ethical and safety/security issues with
the photographers. The photographers were asked to document their everyday
lives with the camera, and later to think about which images they would like to
share with policy-makers or international organizations. After roughly a week,
the photographers met in small group interviews/debriefing sessions with the
researchers and presented their selected photos while researchers asked questions and facilitated discussions on the reasons the photos were taken and their
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associated meanings. These discussions were recorded and transcribed. Some
of these photos are presented in this portfolio. A larger number were exhibited
as part of discussions with policy-makers and international organizations in
Somalia, Somaliland, Kenya, the United Kingdom, and Norway. 6
Photovoice is a participatory research method designed to integrate
‘informants’ as active participants in the research process and to allow selfrepresentation through visual media (Sutton-Brown, 2014; Wang and Burris,
1997). Following Wang and Burris’ foundational articulation of the method
(1997, p. 370), the researchers facilitated dialogue on the concerns and challenges of urban in-migrants and the actions taken to mitigate them. The choice
of method was also inf luenced by the difficulties faced by non-Somali researchers in ‘accessing’ the settlements and conducting ethnographic research.7 Our
ongoing work critically ref lects on the practical challenges associated with
facilitating photovoice in complex security environments, and we note that the
method only very partially and temporarily facilitated a subversion of the significant power imbalances that exist in research practice—imbalances that are
further solidified if researchers work in institutions of the Global North (Chonka
et al., under review). We also emphasize that the way participants used (or did
not use) the equipment was indicative of their precarious economic positions
and, especially in the case of Mogadishu and Baidoa, revealed acute security
concerns (ibid). Nevertheless, all of the pictures included below were intended
by the photographers to be exhibited (with accompanying testimonies) and used
for public discussions with policy-makers and other national and international
power-holders. Despite the many limitations of the methodology, the photos
provide unique forms of visual self-representation, in a context where people
are routinely represented by national or international photojournalists or aid
workers.
We highlight in this short article the importance of labour regimes for
the analysis of precarity, but we do not claim that other insecurities or forms of
social exclusion are unimportant. Rather, we examine what makes a precarious
life, and how it may be visualized and described by people living in precarity. Interviewees, for example, explained that they lacked access to nearly all
basic services and emphasized in particular health care and education. They
described the challenges of inadequate housing, and how neither plastic nor
iron sheets prevented water from seeping into their accommodation during
rainy seasons. However, they also emphasized how they spent most of their time
and energy in search of income and attempts to render their labour power valuable. Interviewees described the loss of their previous livelihoods, usually smallscale farming, livestock herding, charcoal production (in Baidoa), or small-scale
agricultural trade. They outlined how they had to enter the urban labour market and often also how they tried (and often failed) to rely on exhausting forms
of petty entrepreneurship. Their new work was usually not sufficient to obtain
daily basics, such as water and food. The majority of interviewees could not
afford more than two meals a day and regularly went to bed hungry.

This portfolio article proceeds with an overview of the different dynamics of inward migration and urbanization in the four cities. Focusing on commonalities across the contexts—and emphasizing a gendered interpretation of
labour relations—we then present participants’ photos and testimonies, which
speak to the range of work that is undertaken by displaced people and their
everyday experiences of often acute socio-economic precarity. We then situate
these experiences in the context of wider economic development and humanitarian engagement in Somali cities.

Cities and inward migration
Mogadishu was formally reinstated as the capital city of Somalia in 2012, when
a new Federal Government was established with the support of international
donors and an African Union military intervention force (AMISOM 8). It has
been one of the epicentres of armed conf lict in south-central Somalia since the
state collapsed in 1991, and while overall security conditions are often described
as having improved since 2012, attacks by the Islamist militia al-Shabaab
remain a regular occurrence. Nonetheless, urban reconstruction is driven by a
combination of private investments from local businesspeople and the Somali
diaspora and international spending on infrastructure and public buildings.
Mogadishu has become a prominent destination for displaced people from
8. The African Union Mission in
Somalia currently comprises around

20,000 troops from Burundi, Djibouti,
Ethiopia, Kenya, and Uganda.
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The collection of water for daily needs is generally done by women and children. The photo shows a woman
carrying a jerry can in a camp in Mogadishu. (Photo by Mano, a displaced woman living in a camp established on the
outskirts of Mogadishu, July 2018)
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southern and central Somalia, where violence and periodic ecological shocks
continue to uproot people. New arrivals often settled in empty or unused spaces
in the city, but they are increasingly joining large camps on the outskirts. The
people we interviewed in Mogadishu mainly came from southwestern and central Somalia and from clans or so-called minority groups exerting little political power and inf luence in the city.
Baidoa is an inland city and the administrative capital of the (relatively
recently formed) South West federal member state of Somalia. The city was a
locus of conf lict-induced famine in the 1990s and has been fought over by clan
militias, al-Shabaab, Ethiopian forces, AMISOM, and the nascent forces of the
Federal Government. Although the latter took the city from al-Shabaab in 2012,
the armed group continues to control the surrounding rural areas. Baidoa hosts
a large number of displaced people, many of whom settle in large camps on
the outskirts of the city, similar to those in Mogadishu. Unlike Mogadishu, the
majority of interviewees came from rural areas relatively close to Baidoa. Most
of them, therefore, belonged to locally dominant clan groups. They had f led to
escape violence or drought, but also the authoritarian rule and harsh taxation
practices of al-Shabaab.
The port city of Bosaso is situated on the northeastern coast of Somalia
and forms the commercial hub of the Puntland federal member state of Somalia.
It largely escaped the mass violence that characterized the other cities. Its relative stability has long made Bosaso an attractive destination for people from
all over Somalia. In recent years, the municipality, in cooperation with international organizations, has relocated large numbers of displaced people from the
city centre into new settlements on the far outskirts of the city. Interviewees
here had often lived in Bosaso for more than ten years. The majority f led from
violence in the south-central and southwestern regions, and were thus from
clans considered not local to the area. Some originally intended to cross the
Red Sea and travel onwards to the Arabian Peninsula, Asia, or Europe, but
either gave up trying and/or decided to settle in the city.
Hargeisa is the capital of the independent, albeit internationally unrecognized, Republic of Somaliland. Considered a centre of the armed insurrection against Siyaad Barre’s former military regime (1969-1991), the city was
bombarded by the Somali military and nearly completely destroyed in the late
1980s. The city’s residents f led, the majority to refugee camps established
across the Ethiopian border. After the fall of the military regime in 1991,
Somaliland declared its independence and many refugees returned. They initially established camp-like settlements on public land. Over the years, these
settlements attracted displaced people from elsewhere in Somaliland and (to a
lesser extent) Somalia, as well as other urban poor unable to afford the steadily
rising housing prices in the city. While the inner-city settlements transformed
into ‘ordinary’ urban slums, resettlement schemes similar to those in Bosaso
have established relocation areas on the city’s far outskirts. Resettled people
and those who remain in cities are faced with dilemmas, as they must speculate
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ETHIOPIA

on the future provision of resettlement support from the Somaliland government or international agencies. These relate to tradeoffs between access to better and less crowded accommodation on the outskirts of the city and proximity
to economic opportunities in the city. The prospects of resettlement schemes
also drive speculation about the value of inner-city ‘slums’ such as State House
(now located on geographically desirable real estate) and a dynamic rental/
land market in these neighbourhoods.

Displacement, urban reconstruction, and gendered labour relations
Labour relations in Somalia are gendered. Female-headed households are predominant in many settlements of displaced people, where women have been
widowed or divorced. Even if couples remain together, women have often
become the main breadwinners, in many cases because men are unable to find
regular paid work, or because they are sick, too old, or unwilling to look for
work they consider inappropriate. Divorce rates are high, and conf licts among
couples were often attributed to the failure of men to contribute to the family
income. Several women talked about experiences of domestic violence.
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A view of State House camp/neighbourhood in Hargeisa and the city that surrounds it. People moving back
to Somaliland from Ethiopia after 1991 and who could neither stay with relatives nor find other forms of accommodation
settled in and around the ruins of the former (Colonial) State House. Over the years, the tents and huts were replaced by
shacks made of corrugated iron sheets, and further in-migration led to densification. (Photo by Sucad, a resident of the
camp, July 2018)

Ugbaad (12/2017) in Hargeisa explained the change of gender roles:
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Many male interviewees confirmed Ugbaad’s account. They usually
offer their labour on construction sites, where they transport stones and other
materials, build walls and fences, and dig latrines or holes for burying rubbish.
Other interviewees worked as porters in markets, often using wheelbarrows or
carts. While men are often able to achieve a higher income for a day’s work, they
are usually unable to find jobs regularly. As Rooble (12/2017, Bosaso) described,
they ‘just go out in the morning and see what [they] can get’. Men with particular skills, such as carpenters or plumbers, assemble at specific meetings points
in the city where clients come and buy their labour for the day or longer. Amin
(01/2018), an NGO worker in Bosaso, explained:
For example, if you now go to Halwo Banadir [a place where men gather
to advertise their labour], you will see many, at least 80 IDPs 9 looking
for work, and they are skilled people like skilled construction workers, electricians, technicians, or painters. Everyone can recognize their
profession through their clothing and the tools they are holding. And
four or five of these skilled workers are offered a job, and the rest get
nothing.
Nuurow (07/2018, Bosaso), who offers his labour at Halwo Banadir,
explained how men compete with each other for the few jobs:
We normally come together in one place, and maybe I was called [in
advance], but when somebody who wants a worker arrives we scramble
together and fight over it—I’ll work, I’ll work! Sometimes I am given
the opportunity.
Nuurow also outlined that the men own few of the tools they need for
the work, but instead rent them from shop owners:
9. Internally displaced people.
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Mostly it is women who work; some sell vegetables, some have small
shops, some offer clothes washing services like me, some wash dishes
[…] everyone struggles to feed her family. We leave our houses early in
the morning and we come back late at night; that is our routine. […] I
am not blaming them [the men]. They do their best. Most of them are
working on construction sites because they don’t have other skills. And
you know there are not many construction sites, so when they go out for
work and come back empty-handed and the children don’t get anything
to eat, the women cannot just sit back and watch; they are forced to go
out and look for food for the children.

Look at this man, here [pointing to a photo]. We usually hire ladders
and other equipment from him, and I came here to hire it and he told
me four dollars. If I only earn ten dollars a day and I have to hire a
ladder for four dollars then it is no good for me. I said that this was too
expensive, and I agreed to give him two dollars. So, I took it for two
dollars that day.
Many male interviewees in Bosaso also looked for work at the seaport,
where they offer their services as porters and wait throughout the day to get a
chance to unload a ship or load a lorry. However, these jobs are highly competitive, and the ongoing expansion and modernization of the port has limited the
demand for casual labour.
The ability to get work depends on social connections, as well as factors relating to the season. During the rainy season (or the warm season in
Bosaso) both men and women face difficulties, but construction in particular
slows down: ‘There is no reliable full-time job for the IDPs. When it is raining,
life is tough. You don’t know where to go. Getting food is hard’ (male camp
leader, Mogadishu 05/2019). In Baidoa, many men also looked for seasonal
work on farms in the vicinity of the city, where they work as day labourers in
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Manual labourers, many of whom are displaced people, wait to be employed in this part of Bosaso. (Photo by
Nuurow who is living in a resettlement area on the outskirts of the city, July 2018)

the harvesting or sowing season. Others managed to rescue and raise animals
like goats or cows, which they either sell or use for their subsistence.
Child labour is prevalent in all cities, and many boys try to earn money
as shoeshiners:
Those boys, they are carrying milk tins with polish. They are shoe shiners, and they work next to the port and earn for their whole family’s
needs. They are coming from the market and they are going home. [...] I
know them, they live in the camp. Some of their fathers have died and,
those two boys, their mothers are divorced. What they earn they bring
it back home. (Cawo 12/2017, Bosaso).
Girls, even from a very young age, often have to take care of their siblings and the home while their parents are looking for work. Teenage girls may
accompany their mothers or other women who look for work in town.
The working lives of women differ considerably from those of men.
Beyond the paid labour, women are also responsible for fetching and carrying
water and take care of all other household chores. In these tasks, they are often
supported by their children, male and female, although if girls are available,
they are more likely to be tasked with housework and childcare.
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Boys and young men from the settlements often go into the city to work as shoeshiners. (Photo taken by Canab
who is living in a resettlement area on the outskirts of the city, July 2018)

Many female interviewees went to work daily. Most commonly, the
women offered their labour in domestic services, and especially for laundry
and cleaning. Nagan (01/2018)—a woman in her late forties who had arrived in
Mogadishu ten months before the interview—explained:
I go around, knock on doors, and ask if there is someone who needs their
laundry to be washed. If the customers are pleased with my services,
they take my phone number. If one of their neighbours needs someone
to wash their laundry, they say we know someone who is good, and they
call me. […] On my best days, I am paid four dollars for washing laundry.
Rich households give me five dollars. […] Normally, you agree on the
price before you start working. However, I do not do that. I start washing
the laundry right away. I take whatever amount my employer for that day
offers me, given my circumstances.
Interviewer (I): What if you are not satisfied with the money you are given?
You just take it regardless. [Saying ‘no’ to the money] is not an option for
me. Getting in an argument with my employer is not one either. I take
the money and I buy food for my children with it. […] After you finish
washing the laundry, some people claim that the clothes are not clean.
You start all over again. If you do not do so, you are not paid. It is only
because of my circumstances that I do it again. After I finish and I am
paid my dues, I never go back to that household again.
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Women and children fill jerry cans with water to take back to their homes in the camps. (Photo taken by Fartun,
a female resident of a self-established camp on the outskirts of Baidoa, July 2018)

Shankaroon (01/2018, Mogadishu), another female interviewee, confirmed that the power for negotiating prices is clearly on the side of the employer:
‘If the pay is low, I have no option but to do the job because my kids need food on
the table. However little the pay, I am forced to still do it for my kids’.
Several female interviewees told us that they were refused payment or
received less than the agreed sum at the end of the workday. However, like
Nagan, they often had no choice but to accept their loss. One interviewee in
Mogadishu outlined how she was physically assaulted by her female employer,
while another spoke about how she was raped by the male homeowner while
she was washing his family’s clothes. Stories about violence and rape circulate
among the displaced women, and they often try to work in teams to lower the
risk, refuse to enter a house if only men are around, or insist that the clothes are
put outside of the house. However, in case no other job is available, some prefer
to take the risk than be unable to provide food for their children.
Besides domestic services, the women tried to find jobs in local markets. One washed pots and pans in an open restaurant, another offered to carry
shopping items for wealthier women, while many others tried their luck in
petty trade—selling vegetables, tooth-brushing sticks, or firewood. To obtain
this wood, the women often had to venture outside of urban areas, where they
faced the risk of (sexual) violence. Others produced ropes, sewed together plastic sheets which they sold as a waterproof cover for huts in the rainy season,
10. Ayuuto is derived from the Italian
aiuto (meaning ‘help’). Hagbad is

another Somali word for the same
type of group saving scheme.
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Many women do domestic labour, such as laundry, both in their own homes and to earn a living in other
neighbourhoods in the city. (Photo taken by Yasin, a displaced person in Bosaso, July 2018)

or collected and broke stones into gravel, which they sold to the construction
sites.
In Bosaso, the women frequently scavenged at the garbage dump sites
between settlements, looking for something valuable to sell, such as cloth,
wood, cartons, or metal.
At times, the women were able to build businesses through self-organized microfinance or savings groups, called Ayuuto or Hagbad.10 Regular small
contributions from group members are collected and given to members in turn.
Famino (12/2017, Bosaso) described how the saving scheme works:
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In Baidoa, some people earn money by breaking up rocks into gravel, which they then sell to construction
sites. (Photo by Towfiq who is living in a camp there, July 2018)
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Another business venture described by women in Bosaso involved the
selling of second-hand clothes around the neighbourhood. Women take clothes
on credit from wholesalers and go around the neighbourhoods trying to sell
them. This practice is known as ‘ha ii wareerin’ (don’t disturb/attack me), referring to the difficulties encountered by the female sellers in collecting payments
owed by customers in their effort to pay back their wholesale creditors. Such
chains of credit/debt are often accumulated in Somali trade networks, and people in these settlements themselves—depending on their social networks—are
also able to access loans or goods on credit.
Particularly in Hargeisa and Bosaso, where interviewees had often been
settled much longer than in Mogadishu and Baidoa, some women, some as
Queresha, had managed to build up small-scale businesses (12/2017, Hargeisa):
I have a shop. […] I sell foodstuffs, vegetables, and I even sell meat.
That’s what I do. [Asked how she spends her day] It’s usually the same. I
usually wake up at dawn and pray, then I go to the market to do the shopping and return at around 8 am. I collect cabbages and salads for my
goats while I buy vegetables from the market. Therefore, the whole day
I am busy with the small shop, keeping the goats in their pen, and then
cooking, and I go to sleep at around 10 pm [local time] at night. I am
busy and surely I am among the people who struggle to earn their living.
Begging often became the only option to gain an income, especially
for the elderly or the sick. Fahmo, an older woman (01/2018) who lives in
Mogadishu, explained:
I couldn’t work because I was weak because of my age. I had no option
but to go around begging people, and I was sick all the time. I have no
energy or strength to work. […] In this life, everything is money, and
I don’t have money or livestock. I am old and sick. At the same time, I
survive by begging people to help me; some give me five to ten shillings.
Those were the problems I was going through. I went to the shop to buy
things. I asked people to help me with a place to sleep and they helped
me. After ten days, I was told to leave because the owner of the place I
was living in has arrived and I should either start paying rent or vacate.
I don’t have rent!
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This woman works selling firewood. She bought a cart for a couple of
million shillings. She breaks the firewood into smaller bits and she
sells them to people for one dollar a bundle. […] She got this [money]
from a group saving scheme. They are usually fifteen, ten, or twenty
people… They agree and trust each other and so they gave the first
collection of the money to this woman and she bought the cart to carry
the firewood.

Many elderly and sick people who have no family members to take care
of them rely on assistance from their neighbours. Mechanisms of neighbourly
help continue in the camps and settlements, and people often share their few
means with those less wealthy or those who are not able to find a day job and
have thus not managed to obtain adequate means to feed themselves and their
families.

Precarious labour, urban (re)construction, and humanitarian dilemmas
The public narrative on the situation in Somalia has shifted somewhat in
recent years, as many commentators foreground modest successes of stabilization. They point to improvements in security provisions and highlight physical
reconstruction and economic revival (Hammond, 2013; Burke, 2018; Momodu/
UN, 2016). Such accounts provide a welcome change to the stereotyped depictions of endemic conf lict and unending humanitarian crisis that usually characterize reports on Somalia. Somali cities are changing rapidly, and some
are experiencing significant economic growth. Investments in buildings and
infrastructure and a correspondingly growing construction sector are among
the main economic drivers (Altai Consulting, 2019, p. 23). The construction
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In Bosaso, women and children often search through rubbish dumps near their settlements to find items to
sell or to use for the construction of shelters. (Photo taken by Yasin, who lives in a resettlement area on the outskirts
of the city, July 2018)
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sector also provides urgently needed opportunities for the large workforce in
the ‘camps’ and squatter settlements. However, it also offers a rather clear-cut
example of the intertwinement of capital and labour and shows how capitalism
tends to ‘hit the ground’ (Mezzadra and Neilson, 2019, p. 2) through waves of
dispossessions and extreme forms of exploitation. Urban reconstruction and
investments are mainly driven by speculations on land rents, contributing to
rapidly rising rents in city centres and mass evictions of inner-city squatter
settlements (Bakonyi et al., 2019; NRC, 2018). These developments lead to economic growth, but also widen the gap between rich and poor, increase insecurity, and reinforce the precarious living conditions of displaced people and
other urban poor.
In this article, we have focused on the precarious labour relations of this
seemingly ever-growing urban workforce in Somalia and Somaliland. Many
settlements and displaced families continue to be supported by humanitarian
aid, which is itself caught up in several dilemmas. On the one hand, humanitarian actors acknowledge the precarious and degrading living conditions of
the rising number of urban poor and aim to mitigate realities of suffering in a
conf lict-prone context. On the other hand, prolonged humanitarianism risks
de-emphasizing the rights and agencies of people in need and reinforces existing power structures that are intertwined with a political economy of aid—both
humanitarian aid and the politico-military aid that comes with state-building
(Menkhaus, 2018; Jaspars et al., 2019). Humanitarianism already contributes
to new forms and experiences of urbanism (Büscher et al., 2018). It also helps
to sustain a precarious workforce that operates under conditions of emergencies and exists at the ‘interface between economy and disaster’ (Duffield, 2018,
p. 129). Forms of self-marketization and self-entrepreneurship similar to those
outlined above are not limited to Somalia or post-conf lict cities but structure
the urban lifeworlds of many people in cities of the Global South, who try in
creative and innovative ways to escape poverty. While we appreciate the recent
focus on the agency of the urban poor, we would nonetheless emphasize that
this agency is exercised within relations of exploitation and violence (Roy,
2011; Simone, 2012). For external observers or donors to emphasize agency
risks ignoring (and thus reinforcing) the structural inequalities inherent in
the embedding of global capitalist relations in different global contexts, and
shifting the responsibilities for survival solely onto their shoulders as ‘free’ economic actors.
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Although the snapshots presented in this portfolio article do not provide an
exit from these dilemmas, they at least begin to foreground some of the voices
and self-representations of precarity that should inform the debate. These
images and testimonies highlight the wide range of labour performed by people living in dilapidated settlements in and around Somali cities. This is work
that barely sustains them and their families but that is central to the reconstruction of cities and the functioining of ports and markets, as well as providing domestic and other services for wealthier city dwellers. While gender
norms uphold labour differences, they have undergone substantive changes,
with women taking over responsibilities as the main breadwinners, while men
often find themselves unable to take care of their families (El-Bushra and
Gardner, 2016).
We acknowledge that the categorization of these in-migrants as ‘displaced persons’ is reductive and masks social complexities and differences—of
individual and collective experience, diverse city histories, and locally differing political and security dynamics. Nonetheless, each of the cities is characterized by a spatial and discursive divide between people who are categorized
as ‘displaced’ and ‘local’ city dwellers. The former constitute a large and embedded underclass engaged in much of the low-paid and unprotected labour that
underpins the (re)construction of Somali cities. Put another way, it is very difficult to speak about poverty and precarity in urban Somali contexts without
engaging in the overlapping humanitarian language of internal displacement.
The daily experience of precarity is summarized by Cawo, a ‘displaced’
woman who has lived for two decades(!) in Bosaso. We give her the final word
here:
Life here in the camp is hard and dependent on work. Nobody has savings or supporters in their life. You wake up early and go to the market
or business areas of the town, and if you are lucky enough to get some
work and payment, you will be able to feed your family. […] Here in the
camp everything is dependent on the day to day. If you get something
today, you eat; otherwise, no food […]. If you get something today, there
is nothing tomorrow. If you do not have any luck today, you need to find
other means to get some food, like borrowing from others. That is the
way we live in Bosaso.
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